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• Behavior therapy is a first-line intervention for Tourette's Disorder (TD),
and a key component is the practice of therapeutic skills between
treatment visits (i.e., homework).
• While homework adherence (HWA) has been reported to be
associated with therapeutic improvement across psychosocial
treatments,1-2 its effects remains unexamined in TD.
• This study examined the relationship between HWA during behavior
therapy for TD and therapeutic outcomes, and explored baseline
predictors of HWA during treatment.

METHODS
Participants
• 119 individuals with TD (70 youth and 49 adults)
–

Age: M = 21.76, SD = 14.08, range: 9 - 67 years

–

Sex: 80 males (67.2%)

Procedures
• After consent/assent and screening, participants (Ps) completed baseline
assessments to characterized psychiatric diagnoses (ADIS for youth Ps, and SCID for
adult Ps; ADHD-Rating Scale, C/Y-BOCS), tic severity (Yale Global Tic Severity Scale,YGTSS; Clinical Global
Impressions of Improvement scale, CGI-I), and psychological functioning (Caregiver Strain
Questionnaire and CBCL for youth, and Sheehan Disability Scale and STAXI-2 for adults).
• 8 sessions of Comprehensive Behavioral Intervention for Tics (CBIT)
across 10 weeks.
• Thereafter, Ps were reassessed to measure change in symptoms.
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DISCUSSIONS
Conclusions

HWA & Tic Severity Reductions
CBIT Treatment Response by
Homework Adherence

• Overall HWA (β = .20) predicted
tic severity reductions (YGTSS) at
post-treatment (R =.04, p =.037).
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Responders
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• When examining HWA in youth
and adults, differences emerged.
– Youth: Early HWA (β = .38, p =.058)
showed a trend to predict tic
severity reduction, when Late
HWA did not.
– Adults: Late HWA (β = .42, p =.036)
predicted severity reductions,
when early HWA did not.
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• Family and social functioning emerged as possible common negative
predictors of homework adherence between youth and adults.
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• Findings support the importance of between-session practice of
behavior therapy skills for patients to exhibit therapeutic benefit.
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Poor/Intermediate
Homework Adherence

Ps with good HWA were more likely to
exhibit a positive treatment response (70%)
compared to those with intermediate/poor
HWA (34.4%).

HWA & Treatment Response

• Overall HWA (OR =2.04) predicted treatment response (CGI-I) (p < .001).
• When examining HWA of youth and adults, different patterns
emerged.
– Youth: Early HWA (OR =2.86, p =.045) predicted treatment response,
when Late HWA did not.
– Adults: Late HWA (OR =3.02, p =.023) predicted treatment response,
when early HWA did not

Baseline Predictors of HWA in Youth with TD
• Predictor of greater Early HWA (R =.14, p =.002) was
– lower hyperactivity/impulsivity scores (β = -.394)
2

• Predictor of greater Late HWA (R =.147, p =.004) was
– lower tic-related family strain (β = -.383)
2

Baseline Predictors of HWA in Adults with TD
• Predictors of greater Early HWA (R =.326, p =.002) were
– lower trait anger scores (β = -.463, p =.003),
– less social disability (β = -.452, p =.009), and
– greater work disability (β =.543, p =.003).
2

Homework Adherence (HWA)
• At each treatment session, therapist rated Ps’ HWA over the past week (7point Likert scale: 1 = Poor, 4 = Intermediate, and 7 = Very Good).
• Ratings were extracted from sessions in which core behavior therapy skills
were assigned (i.e., awareness training and competing response
training) and averaged across relevant sessions.
–
–
–

Overall HWA: mean HWA across all sessions (S2-S8)
Early HWA: mean HWA for early sessions (S2-S5)
Late HWA: mean HWA for late therapy sessions (S6-S8)

• Predictors of greater Late HWA (R =.618, p <.001) were
– younger age (β = -.312, p =.004),
– greater work disability (β =.62., p <.001),
– lower social disability (β = -.61, p <.001),
– lower OCD severity (β = -.43, p <.001),
– lower ADHD hyperactivity/impulsivity (β = -.54, p =.001), and
– lower outward anger expression score (β = -.61, p <.001).
2

• HWA predicts tic severity reductions and treatment response to
behavior therapy in youth and adults with TD.
• In youth with TD, early HWA was predictive of therapeutic outcomes.
However, in adults with TD, late HWA was predictive of therapeutic
improvements.
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B ACKGROUND

Optimizing Homework Adherence
• Therapists should emphasize the importance of between-sessions skill
practices during psycho-education, and implement strategies to optimize
HWA early, and to maintain it throughout treatment (e.g., behavioral
reward systems, connecting skill practice to goals and values).
• When baseline predictors of reduced HWA are present (e.g., greater
hyperactivity/impulsivity, impediments to participation of a social
support person), therapists should implement strategies to compensate
for these challenges and revise treatment plans accordingly (e.g.,
discussions with the social support person regarding homework
implementation).

Implications & Future Directions
• Future research should investigate empirical approaches to optimize
HWA for individuals with TD.
• Strategies that optimize HWA may enhance the efficacy of behavioral
therapy, lead to greater tic severity reductions, and higher treatment
response rates.
• This may be most relevant for patients with TD who experience greater
inattention/hyperactivity and/or have a clinical presentation that may
impede the involvement of a social support person in treatment.
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